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Abstract—Modern software often exists in many different, yet
similar versions and/or variants, usually derived from a common
code base (e.g., via clone-and-own). In the context of productline engineering, family-based analysis has shown very promising
potential for improving efficiency in applying quality-assurance
techniques to variant-rich software, as compared to a variantby-variant approach. Unfortunately, these strategies rely on a
product-line representation superimposing all program variants
in a syntactically well-formed, semantically sound and variantpreserving manner, which is manually hard to obtain in practice.
We demonstrate the S I MPOSE methodology for automatically
generating superimpositions of N given program versions and/or
variants facilitating family-based analysis of variant-rich software. S I MPOSE is based on a novel N-way model-merging technique operating at the level of control-flow automata (CFA) representations of C programs. CFAs constitute a unified program
abstraction utilized by many recent software-analysis tools. We
illustrate different merging strategies supported by S I MPOSE,
namely variant-by-variant, N-way merging, incremental 2-way
merging, and partition-based N/2-way merging, and demonstrate
how S I MPOSE can be used to systematically compare their
impact on efficiency and effectiveness of family-based unit-test
generation. The S I MPOSE tool, the demonstration of its usage
as well as related artifacts and documentation can be found
at http://pi.informatik.uni-siegen.de/projects/variance/simpose.
Index Terms—Program Merging, Model Merging, Software
Testing, Family-Based Analyses

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this contribution, we demonstrate a novel methodology
and accompanying tool support, called S I MPOSE, for automatically constructing superimpositions of N given variants
and/or versions of C programs. The resulting representation
facilitates seamless subsequent applications of recent familybased analysis techniques and tools from product-line engineering. Those techniques allow for efficiently analyzing
whole families of programs in a single analysis run instead
of considering every variant one-by-one [1]. To this end,
S I MPOSE employs a novel N-way model-merging technique [2] being applicable to the control-flow automata (CFA)
representation of the given input programs. The resulting
superimposed CFA is syntactically well-formed, semantically
sound and variant-preserving by utilizing the concept of variability encoding. We further show how S I MPOSE supports

configurable merging strategies, namely variant-by-variant, Nway merging, incremental 2-way merging, and partition-based
N/2-way merging and we demonstrate how S I MPOSE can
be used to systematically compare their impact on efficiency
and effectiveness of family-based unit-test generation [3]. The
methodology presented in this contribution is based on a
previous work, recently published in Reuling et al. [4].
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Control-Flow Automata. Program superimposition in
S I MPOSE is based on an N-way model-merging technique
applied to a graph-based representation of C programs, called
control-flow automata (CFA) [5]. CFA nodes denote program
locations and CFA edges denote control-flow transfers
between locations. Edges are labeled with respective code
fragments, either denoting basic blocks of value assignments
to program variables, or conditional expressions over those
variables. Hence, CFAs reflect essential control-flow structures
together with the corresponding data flows thus capturing all
possible program execution paths. As an example, the CFA in
Fig. 1A corresponds to a C program unit with input variables
x and y, output variable r and local variable a. The program
assigns the greater value of x and y to a, doubles this value
and returns the result.
Unit-Test Generation. Unit testing constitutes one of the
most established quality-assurance techniques in practice for
systemically investigating a program unit for potential bugs
and faults. To this end, a set of test cases by means of
exemplary input-variable value assignments is selected into
a test suite to be executed on a program unit under test
in order to compare the actual (and possibly faulty) output
with the expected one. To control the number of test cases,
code-coverage criteria (e.g., basic-block coverage or branch
coverage) are often used, defining test goals in programs to
be reached by the selected test cases. Applying basic-block
coverage to the CFA in Fig. 1A imposes four test goals:
tg1 : int a, tg2 : a = x, tg3 : a = y, and tg4 : r = a ∗ 2,
which are covered by at least two test cases, e.g.,:
• tc1 : (x = 1, y = 0) covering tg1 , tg2 , tg4 , and
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Fig. 1: Variants of C Programs (CFA Representation)
tc2 : (x = 0, y = 2) covering tg1 , tg3 , tg4 .
The aim of automated test-suite generation is to generate
from a program under test a set of test cases satisfying a
coverage criterion (i.e., reaching each test goal by at least
one test case) [6]. If, in addition to the input program, also a
functional specification of that program is available, test cases
may be further enriched by expected output values (oracles)
which would facilitate fully-automated test-execution and testresult evaluation of generated test suites. Automated testgeneration methodologies may be evaluated by two (generally
contradicting) criteria, namely efficiency and effectiveness.
Testing Efficiency. Efficiency may be measured in two ways:
1) computational effort for test-suite generation (e.g., CPU
time for test-suite generation), and
2) computational effort for test-suite execution (e.g., number of generated test cases).
For instance, concerning criterion 2, we require at least two
test cases for basic-block coverage of the program in Fig. 1A.
Testing Effectiveness. Effectiveness may be also measured in
two ways:
1) number of test goals covered during test-suite generation, and
2) number of faults and bugs detected during test-suite
execution.
For instance, concerning criterion 1, a test suite with tc1 and
tc2 achieves 100% basic-block coverage on the program in
Fig. 1A. In practice, coverage is often less than 100% due to
time-outs during reachability analysis or non-reachability of
test goals. Concerning criterion 2, either realistic or seeded
faults (e.g., mutations) may be used for measurements.
Program Variants/Versions. So far, we were solely concerned
with one specific version of one particular variant of a given
•

program. Nevertheless, modern software consists of hundreds
or even thousands of concurrent variants (e.g., due to a massive
number of configuration options) and, additionally, undergo
continuous evolution leading to consecutive program versions.
In the following, we will not distinguish between program
variants and versions, but consider both as different facets of
program variability. As an example, assume the program in
Fig. 1A to constitute initial variant A of a family of similar
programs. Next, a developer may create variant B in Fig. 1B
in which the smaller instead of the greater value of x and y is
doubled. Hence, the developer copies A and simply flips the
comparison operator in the if-condition to obtain B (so-called
clone-and-own approach). Similarly, the two variants C and D
in Figs. 1C and 1D, may be created, where C is derived from
B and D is derived from C both by adding a code fragment
for ensuring value r to be non-negative 1 .
Test-Case Reuse. In order to also assure every member of such
a program family by unit testing, each new program variant
has to be covered by a sufficient set of test cases as described
above. However, generating test suites for every new program
variant in separate from scratch is often inefficient, yielding
many redundant test-generation runs due to the presumably
very high amount of similarity (shared program paths) among
the different program variants. In case of larger program
families, such a variant-by-variant approach may be even
practically infeasible. Instead, it has been shown beneficial
to reason about a possible reuse of test cases between variants [3]. For instance, tc1 and tc2 , initially generated for
covering variant A, can be reused for achieving basic-block
coverage also on variant B (where, however, the expected
outputs must be reversed). In contrast, for covering C and
D, at least one additional test case (e.g., tc3 := (x = −1, y =
−2)) is required for reaching the new basic block r = r + 1.
Program Superimposition and Variability Encoding. In order
to automatically reason about re-usability of generated test
cases among variants, an integrated representation of similarity
and variability between all members of a program family is
required. However, such a superimposed representation 2 is
usually not available a priori, but has to be (re-)constructed
from the set of program variants. Fig. 2 (left) shows a
superimposed CFA representation of all four variants A, B,
C and D. Here, variant-specific CFA paths are marked by
additionally introduced program branches guarded by presence
conditions over fresh conditional variables associated with the
respective variants. This construction is known as variability
encoding [4]. For instance, the left branch marked by presence
condition A||D corresponds to the if-branch shared by the
program variants A and D.
Family-based Analysis. It has been shown in recent research
that a superimposed representation including presence conditions can be used for improving efficiency of quality assurance
of program families [1]. A detailed discussion regarding
1 Please note that this rather over-complicated code fragment is used only
for illustrative purposes.
2 Such representation comprises all program variants in a syntactically wellformed, semantically sound and variant-preserving way.
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Figure 3 provides an overview of S I MPOSE. In the first
step, N C program variants are transformed into CFA representations to serve as input models for our N -way CFA
model-merging methodology. Our N -way model-merging algorithm consists of the three default stages compare, match
and merge [2], followed by an additional stage for variability
encoding. A detailed description of each stage can be found
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application scenarios and constraints of family-based analyses
can be found in [4]. For instance, the superimposed CFA in
Fig. 2 (left) allows to directly generate a test-suite achieving
full coverage of all program variants in a family-based manner
instead of considering every variant one-by-one [3]. To this
end, generated test cases also obtain a presence condition,
being the conjunction of presence conditions visited along the
respective CFA path traversed by the test case. Hence, this
condition denotes the set of variants for which this test case
is feasible. For instance, concerning basic-block coverage on
all program variants superimposed in Fig. 2 (left) may yield
the test suite:
•
•
•

tc1 := (x = 1, y = 0) with presence condition A||D,
tc2 := (x = 0, y = 2) with presence condition B||C, and
tc3 := (x = −1, y = −2) with presence condition C||D.

For a superimposition-technique to be feasible for subsequent
family-based analysis, it must ensure the resulting superimposition to be syntactically well-formed, semantically sound
and variability preserving [4]. In addition, testing efficiency in
terms of the size of test suites generated from a superimposed
representation depends on the precision of the superimposed
representation; the more precisely similar parts shared among
different program variants are identified and integrated, the
more test cases may be reused thus reducing the overall
number of required test cases. For instance, if a less precise
superimposition technique would not identify the similar ifand else-branches of A and D as well as of B and C, this
may result in 4*3=12 test cases for basic-block coverage of
all variants (instead of 3) thus leading a similar testing effort
as a variant-by-variant approach.
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We now describe the S I MPOSE tool for automatically
generating superimposed CFAs for a set of N C program
variants, serving as input for family-based software-analysis
tools. Our tool incorporates configuration options for different
merging strategies and enables users to investigate their impact
on analysis efficiency/effectiveness.
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Fig. 3: S I MPOSE Overview and Usage Scenario.
in Reuling et al. [4]. As a result, S I MPOSE returns the
superimposition either as CFA model or as C code which can
be used as input for off-the-shelf family-based analysis tools
(e.g., test-case generators or model-checkers) [1].
B. N-way Program Merging Strategies
The S I MPOSE tool provides several configuration options
which allow users to experiment with freely adjustable merging strategies and to compare the results with respect to
testing efficiency and effectiveness. Figure 4 shows statistics
for exemplary results provided by S I MPOSE if applied to the
BusyBox function eject3 to support comparisons between
different merging strategies. We first describe the variant-byvariant (i.e., non-merging) strategy to serve as a baseline.
Strategy 0 (Variant-by-Variant, VbV). S I MPOSE just returns
the set of N input programs as N (non-superimposed) CFAs
which are passed to a test-suite generator one-by-one.
Strategy 1 (2-Way Merging). The set of N input programs
is merged incrementally into one superimposed CFA by performing N −1 consecutive 2-way CFA model-merging steps.
To this end, S I MPOSE is able to take as input CFAs which
already contain presence conditions from previously merging
3 Taken from https://busybox.net/ , version 1.24.2. All BusyBox functions
and evaluation results are discussed in [4].
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Fig. 4: Testing Efficiency and Effectiveness for BusyBox Function eject using different S I MPOSE Merging Strategies.
steps. After N −1 merging steps, the resulting CFA superimposes all N program variants and can be used as input for a
single application of a family-based test-suite generator.
Strategy 2 (N-way Merging). The set of N input programs is
merged all at once into one superimposed CFA by performing
one N -way model-merging step in a single run. Similar to
2-way merging, the final superimposed CFA contains all N
variants and can be used as input for a single application of a
family-based test-suite generator.
Strategy 3 (N/2-way Merging). The set of N input programs
is partitioned into an adjustable number of disjoint subsets
(e.g., two subsets each containing N/2 variants). For each
subset, a superimposed CFA is constructed in a single run (e.g.,
performing two N/2-way merges) and to each of the resulting
superimposed CFAs, the family-based test-suite generator is
applied separately. For instance, Fig. 2 (right) shows the result
of applying N/2-way merging to our running example, where
the left merge superimposes variants A and D and the right
merge superimposes variants B and C.
Discussion. From the statistics provided by S I MPOSE, the
user may gain the following insights.
• VbV is slightly more effective than the other strategies as
it is the only approach to achieve 100% coverage on all
variants. However, using N -way, we have to cover the
smallest number of test goals as the superimposition is
the most precise one, followed by 2-way and N/2-way.
• Concerning efficiency in terms of test suite size, N -way
and 2-way both perform better than N/2-way, whereas
VbV performs worst as expected.
• Concerning efficiency in terms of computational effort,
all three merging strategies clearly perform better than
VbV, where N -way shows the best overall performance.
Outlook. The S I MPOSE tool may be used for investigating
the impact of further strategies (e.g., prioritization metrics for
2-way and different subset partitioning strategies for N/2way). In addition, the presented strategies may be combined
in arbitrary ways, especially in case of larger families of
programs (e.g., partitions may be merged using 2-way and
the result may be further merged using N -way or vice versa).
Regarding applicability in other contexts, we plan a) to adapt
S I MPOSE and accompanying family-based analyses tools to

other programming languages and language concepts than C
as well as b) to define precise merging operators for other
complex modeling languages beyond CFA [7].
IV. R ELATED W ORK
CFAs constitute a medium-grained abstraction used by
many software-analysis tools [5]. Existing approaches for
comparing CFA-like representations are usually used in
reverse-engineering contexts [8]. Since S I MPOSE applies N way model merging to CFA, our approach is also related to
corresponding techniques (e.g., model versioning [9]–[11]).
These approaches require conflicts to be explicitly resolved in
an either-or-manner (i.e., by manual selections), whereas our
methodology resolves all conflicts automatically. An abstract
characterization of the N -way model merging problem is
presented in [2] and applied to UML class diagrams and state
machines. Martinez et al. also present a framework for extracting product-line models from a set of model variants [12]. In
both works the authors introduce several operators which can
be implemented in a model-specific way. All those existing
approaches do not consider as an application scenario a
subsequent family-based analysis as provided by S I MPOSE.
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